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This repugnance is illustrated by Ms technique with bores, in
dealing with whom he had two methods. With the pretentious
variety he had a short way. The bore was caught before he could
get under way, and guillotined by some summary interjection. " I
don't know whether you are aware, Mr. Asquith," a rash guest
began after lunch, " that under the American Constitution . , . "
" The worst in the world, of course/' interposed his host, and the
conversation wilted—or would have done so if he had not quickly
added : " I think we had better join the others."1 At a perfor-
mance of the Merry Wives of Windsor a neighbour was unlucky
enough to remark to him : C( This is not a bad play considering it
was written more than three centuries ago. But it lacks the bril-
liancy and verve of modern comedy ! " H. H. A. : <c Thank God."
With the unpretentious bore his procedure recalled that of Dr.
Johnson when the Catilinarian conspiracy became the topic of
conversation : it will be remembered that on these occasions the
sage " withdrew his attention and thought about Tom Thumb." As
Johnson remarks elsewhere (I think in his Life of Gay) there are some
subjects cc from which the attention naturally retires." My father's
attention tended to " retire " from many, but it was not until an
occasion in 1907 that he mastered the Johnsonian art of organising
its retreat. On this occasion, which many members of his family
remember vividly, a kindly and delightful guest had wearied hi™ to
excess by character sketches of certain functionaries of his acquaint-
iance at Welsh Universities. When he embarked on a detailed
description of the sixth or seventh, his host, who was thinking hard
of something else, or possibly of nothing at all, inquired with every
outward show of interest, "Is he a tall man ? " " Yes." " And
correspondingly broad ? " And on these somnambulistic lines the
interchange proceeded, to the complete satisfaction, for different
reasons, of both parties.
Having once stumbled on this device he did not lightly abandon
it, and what his children irreverently referred to as his " subliminal
conversations " became an unfailing source of delight to them, and
to him a strong rock of defence. Politically it had its disadvantages,
Those who had visited the oracle found the shrine voiceless. Hungry
sheep looked up and were not fed. Journalists and politicians had
to contend with a pertinacious reluctance to talk politics in odd
1 It is hardly necessary to explain that this did not represent his actual view
of the American Constitution, though it can scarcely be said to have had. in hirn a
whole-hearted admirer. I remember his remarking that one of its redeeming
features is its violation of that separation de pouvoira which it is thought by some
of its champions to respect so rigidly.

